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Worked example 

Adjusting available fraction – previously transferred 
losses are transferred again 

Available fractions are adjusted to ensure they continue to approximate the 
proportion of the group’s income that can be said to be generated by the 
relevant entity or group that transferred the loss. 

This example shows how the available fraction for a loss bundle is adjusted 
when the loss is transferred for a second or subsequent time. 

Note 

For more information about: 

• loss bundles and calculating the available fraction  'Treatment of losses', C3-1; 
'Consolidation loss provisions', C3-2-110 (high-level worked example) 

• working out modified market value  'Modified market value of a single joining 
entity', C3-4-110 (worked example) 

• market values  'Market valuation guidelines', C4-1 

 

The available fraction for a loss bundle must be adjusted if the losses in it are 
being transferred for a second or subsequent time. This will generally occur 
when the head company of a consolidated group (the old group) joins another 
consolidated group (the new group) and transfers losses to the head company 
of the new group that had been previously transferred to it. 

The available fraction for each bundle of previously transferred losses is 
adjusted by multiplying it by the factor at item 1 in the table in subsection 707-
320(2). The factor is the lesser of one and this fraction: 

market value of the old group 

market value of the new joined group 

The market values1 of the old and new groups are worked out as at the time 
the old group joins the new group. The new joined group is the whole group 
including the old group. 

                                                 

1 Note that market value is used in the adjustment factor, as opposed to modified market 
value. Modified market value is used when an available fraction is being calculated for the first 
time.  
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